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Evaluating the Impact of Optimizations for Dynamic Binary Modification on 64-bit RISC-V

John Alistair Kressel, Guillermo Callaghan, Cosmin Gorgovan, and Mikel Luján
Department of Computer Science, University of Manchester, M13 9PL, United Kingdom.

Abstract—Dynamic Binary Modification (DBM) is an important technique used in computer architecture simulators, virtualization, and program analysis, to name a few examples. The software ecosystem of RISC-V is maturing at pace, but is still missing a high-performance, optimized DBM. Addressing this requirement is key to improving the overall software ecosystem.

This paper presents a comprehensive performance evaluation study for a DBM (MAMBO) which has been ported and optimized for 64-bit RISC-V. The main optimizations for DBM on RISC architectures have been implemented and tuned for RISC-V to address specific architectural features. For example, jump trampolines have been specifically developed to address the short direct branch range specified by the RISC-V ISA.

The evaluation shows that for SPEC CPU2006 the geometric mean overhead is of 14.5%, with SPECint having the largest contribution with a geometric mean of 28.5%, while SPECfp has only an overhead of 5.6%. Concretely, this results in a reduction in runtime for h264ref from over 75 hours using the baseline DBM, to 2.2 hours with optimizations applied.

Index Terms—Dynamic Binary Instrumentation, Dynamic Binary Modification, Binary Code Profiling, RISC-V

I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic Binary Modification frameworks are an essential part of the software development ecosystem, they enable powerful applications, such as binary instrumentation (DBI) [1] [2], error detection [3] [4], virtualization [5] and binary translation [6] [7]. By acting directly on compiled application binaries and modifying them at runtime, DBM frameworks are valuable for software development and analysis, facilitating development of high-quality, high-performance software. The RISC-V software ecosystem is maturing, but still has some gaps. There is no DBM optimized for RISC-V.

DBM frameworks generate a performance overhead onto a hosted binary, compared to the same binary running natively on a processing core. This is partly as a consequence of executing additional instructions which are needed to load, execute and modify a binary. Further, micro-architectural inefficiencies caused by the modification of binaries, such as increases in the number of instruction cache misses and branch prediction misses also contribute to the performance overhead.

MAMBO [8], [9] is a high-performance DBM framework that was initially developed and optimized to support 32-bit ARM [10] was subsequently extended and optimized to support the 64-bit ARM architecture [11]. We detail the development of optimizations for the RISC-V port of MAMBO, addressing architectural requirements specific to RISC-V, including the short address range of conditional and unconditional branch instructions.

Handling position dependent instructions (such as branches) is a major cause of overhead in DBM frameworks. DBM frameworks use a software code cache where the instructions from a binary file are loaded. Such position dependent instructions need to be modified to reflect their new position within the DBM code cache. This paper examines how existing optimizations for DBMs (i.e. branch linking, inline hash lookup and Trace Restricted Indirect Branch Inlining (TRIBI)) are adapted and tuned for the RISC-V architecture to reduce the performance overhead associated with running under the control of a DBM framework.

An architectural feature of RISC-V, which affects DBM frameworks, is a relatively short range of ±1MB for direct branches [12]. As a result, direct branches (JAL) cannot always be used when implementing optimizations. Sometimes these need to be replaced by direct register jumps (JALR) when a target in the code cache exceeds the ±1MB range even when the original address in the original binary did not. We describe jump trampolines, a means of addressing this limitation, removing the need for a JALR within a configurable range, instead using a series of JALS, thus avoiding the additional overhead associated with register jumps.

Traces have been used successfully in ARM implementations of MAMBO [10] [11] and other DBM/DBI frameworks such as DynamoRIO [13] and PIN [2] to reduce the number of instruction cache misses caused by code cache fragmentation, by organizing frequently executed, hot code into contiguous memory blocks called traces, which are able to make better use of the instruction cache. We describe RISC-V implementations of traces and contiguous traces [11].

The contributions of this paper are summarized as:

- RISC-V specific implementations and tuning of branch linking, inline hash lookup, traces, contiguous traces and TRIBI, resulting in the first optimized DBM framework for RISC-V, compatible with RV64GC.
- The inefficiency caused by the short range of direct branches is addressed with jump trampolines. Using this approach results in a 5.6% reduction of geometric mean overhead when traces are disabled, with performance similar to traces for SPECfp.
- The evaluation of the presented optimizations and their
effect using system performance counters, demonstrating
a geometric mean overhead of just 14.5% when running
SPEC CPU2006.

This paper uses SPEC CPU2006 as the existing literature for
DBI/DBM has been evaluated with this benchmark suite. Section
II describes the basics of MAMBO. Sections III and IV
show how to implement the optimizations addressing RISC-
V. Section V presents the performance evaluation. Sections VI
and VII introduce the related work and presents the summary
of the paper, respectively.

II. BASELINE DBM SYSTEM OVERVIEW

MAMBO loads the target binary into memory and then
scans and copies its instructions, storing them in a code
cache as basic blocks, where modifications can be applied.
The RISC-V port of MAMBO uses a modified scanner to
support RISC-V instructions. Most instructions can be copied
unmodified, but position dependent instructions must first be
modified to reflect their new position within the code cache.

In addition to storing basic blocks, the code cache also stores
metadata which describes basic blocks, including the target
and fall-through addresses of conditional branches. Additionally,
a hash table data structure maps the address of the source
binary or Source Program Counter (SPC) to the corresponding
address in the code cache, or Translated Program Counter
(TPC). This mapping allows MAMBO to efficiently transfer
control between basic blocks whilst maintaining the original
addresses used in the application.

Basic blocks end with a branch which may be direct, indirect
or conditional, initially these are translated into a branch
that transfers control back to the dispatcher of MAMBO. Once
control is returned from the hosted application, the dispatcher
can perform a hash table lookup to identify if the called basic
block is already present in the code cache, or scan and add a
new basic block corresponding to the SPC. The baseline used
in this paper applies conditional branch linking, this replaces
calls to the dispatcher of MAMBO for conditional branches
with conditional branches using the corresponding TPC.

III. BRANCH OPTIMIZATIONS

This section describes the branch linking, inline hash lookup
and jump trampolines optimizations, which describe how
MAMBO handles branch instructions.

A. Direct branch linking

RISC-V specifies two types of unconditional branch instruc-
tion – Jump And Link (JAL) and Jump And Link Register
(JALR). A JAL instruction has a 20-bit immediate, giving a
range of ±1MB. This limited range may sometimes necessitate
the use of a JALR instruction, which requires that the target
address is first loaded into a register, before branching to that
address. This gives JALR instructions a much greater range.

Direct branch linking exploits the fact that the branch target
is unchanging. The original branch instruction had a fixed
target address in the source binary, which is replaced with
the address of the new target in the code cache (TPC), thus
removing the need to transfer control to MAMBO.

In implementing direct branch linking, one must consider
that at the time of scanning, the target basic block may not
yet exist in the code cache. It may also be the case that the
target basic block is outside of the ±1MB range allowed by
a JAL. In order to handle this gracefully, the following steps
are taken:

- The original target address of the branch is recorded in
  the code cache metadata.
- A branch to the dispatcher is inserted as before.
- The dispatcher looks up or scans the target of the branch.
- The offset of the target from the current location in the
code cache is calculated.
- For an offset in range of ±1MB, a JAL is used, overwrit-
ing the current branch to the dispatcher.
- For an offset greater than ±1MB, it is necessary to use a
  JALR.

When using a JALR in place of a JAL, the TPC must be
loaded into a register and a series of instructions must be
emitted into the code cache. First registers x10 and x11 are
pushed to the stack, the TPC is loaded into the registers,
and the JALR instruction is executed. When no JALR is needed,
the TPC is incremented by 12 bytes (3 instructions) in order
to skip the pop instructions at the beginning of the target basic
block, since no registers were pushed.

This algorithm has been adapted from the 64-bit ARM
implementation of branch linking, however it differs in two key
ways. Firstly, the 64-bit ARM implementation does not need to
consider register branches because the range of a direct branch
is greater than the maximum size of the code cache. Secondly,
on RISC-V three instructions are skipped when using a JAL
(two load instructions to pop registers off the stack, and an add
instruction to increment the stack pointer), whereas only one
must be skipped on 64-bit ARM (a single load pair instruction
performs the same task as the three instructions on RISC-V).

B. Inline Hash Lookup

Inline Hash Lookup (IHL) is an optimization designed to
reduce the overhead introduced by the handling of indirect
branches. An indirect branch uses an address which is only
known at runtime. The target address of an indirect branch
may vary upon each execution, meaning that the SPC must be
translated each time.

The default method for handling this translation is to insert
a call to the dispatcher of MAMBO. While this method will
produce correct results, it is also inefficient since it requires
a context switch. In order to translate a SPC to a TPC, the
hash table is needed. A call to the dispatcher results in an
expensive hash lookup, this only makes sense if the target has
not yet been scanned. It is clear that in order to perform this
lookup, a dispatcher call is normally superfluous. Indeed, IHL
removes the need for a context switch by performing the hash
table lookup, inline. The standard MAMBO calculation for the
hash table key is

\[(SPC \gg HT\ SHIFT) \& CODE\ CACHE\ HASH\ SIZE\]
where HT SHIFT is the number of bits by which to shift the SPC right. If the RISC-V ‘C’ extension is available, this is set to 1, if it is not available then HT SHIFT is set to 2. This is needed to satisfy memory alignment requirements; either the least significant bit of an address in the case of RISC-V ‘C’, or the two least significant bits of an address when the ‘C’ extension is not available, will always be 0 and thus are not needed when calculating a hash key. This is due to the fact that RISC-V ‘C’ relaxes memory alignment requirements and allows instructions to be aligned on 16-bit boundaries, rather than the usual 32-bit requirement. The implementation of IHL is a direct port of the existing MAMBO IHL algorithm [11].

C. Jump Trampolines

When linking direct branches, all targets would ideally be within range of a JAL instruction, meaning that only a single instruction is needed. However, as described in Section III-A, sometimes a JALR is needed. Switching from a JAL to a JALR is costlier than simply loading the target address into x10. To quantify the performance deficit resulting from the use of a JALR instead of a JAL, a micro-benchmark was run comparing a JAL to a JALR (including instructions to load the address into a register). A JALR was 11% slower on average running on a SiFive U74 processing core. The two pop instructions at the beginning of the target basic block and the corresponding push instructions needed must also be considered, since these can potentially be the source of overhead. In order to reduce this impact, jump trampolines are introduced. Making use of empty space at the end of existing basic blocks, a number of JAL instructions are inserted, acting as trampolines to reach the target. This reduces the number of memory accessing instructions required by avoiding the use of a JALR instruction. This optimization has been developed for MAMBO on RISC-V.

Each trampoline could potentially hold as many branch instructions as there is free space at the end of a basic block, but this will vary greatly between basic blocks. To simplify the logic, trampolines are restricted to 6 slots since this represents a good balance between providing sufficient slots in each trampoline and ensuring that more basic blocks have the free space needed for a trampoline. Analysis of SPEC CPU2006 gcc, which tends to have a large number of basic blocks, revealed that with 6 trampoline slots, most basic blocks had enough free space available. This number can be increased or decreased as needed.

1) Identifying Trampoline Basic Blocks: Trampoline capable basic blocks have space for at least 6 standard RISC-V instructions following its constituent instructions. These are marked as being available as trampolines, once all instructions have been scanned.

2) Algorithm: When linking a direct branch which has an offset greater than 1MB, it is checked to see if the offset is less than 3MB. This maximum has been chosen to prevent the number of branches growing too large and outweighing the benefit seen from the reduction in the number of memory accessing instructions. If a branch meets these conditions, a series of trampoline jumps are constructed. Starting at the target, the first branch to be inserted into a trampoline slot which is as close to 1MB from the target as possible, with that branch pointing to the target address. The next branch to be inserted is as close to 1MB from the previous trampoline slot as possible and points to the previously inserted branch. This is repeated until a branch is inserted within 1MB of the starting branch. Finally, the original direct branch is set to target the first trampoline slot branch. Figure 1 illustrates this. Here, the algorithm starts at the target which is BB#4, from there it finds the next available trampoline slot which is as close to 1MB away as possible. This corresponds to BB#3 slot 1, so a branch from BB#3 slot 1 to BB#4 is inserted. The algorithm continues working backwards until a trampoline within 1MB of the source basic block is found, which in the diagram corresponds to BB#2 slot 1. This means that all necessary trampolines have been inserted and a branch is now inserted as normal at the end of BB#1 targeting this trampoline.

IV. Advanced Optimizations

This section describes trace and contiguous trace optimizations. These have been applied to reduce software code cache fragmentation of MAMBO and thus reduce the hardware instruction cache misses. Finally, the implementation of TRIBI is detailed which builds upon trace optimizations to reduce the indirect branch handling overhead further. All three optimizations have been adapted from their original implementations in the ARM versions of MAMBO.

A. Traces

When code is scanned and basic blocks are created, they are added to the software code cache in the order in which they are first called. This can cause significant fragmentation within the software code cache, since the order in which basic blocks are first accessed may bear no relation to the paths most frequently taken (hot code path). Modern processors maintain in hardware a small instruction cache which is both physically closer to the processing core than main memory and significantly faster. Software which is optimized to make better use of the instruction cache, potentially has a performance advantage over a program which is less well optimized and would, therefore, spend more time waiting for the required instructions to arrive from memory.
To improve the instruction cache utilization, MAMBO implements traces with the goal of reducing the size of the critical path by grouping basic blocks together into traces, sometimes referred to as superblocks [3]. Traces are made up of fragments which are single entry, single exit units of code. RISC-V processors such as the FU740, also implement a fast instruction cache [14], meaning that a trace cache implementation targeting RISC-V is desirable. The algorithm used is a modified version of the Next Executing Tail (NET) algorithm [15].

Constructing a trace requires each component basic block to be re-scanned, so a significant cost is associated with the creation of cache traces, which needs to be amortised over time through improved performance. In order to increase the chances of this cost being amortised, suitable basic blocks must first be identified.

1) Traces – RISC-V Considerations: MAMBO increments a counter at the beginning of each eligible basic block, recording the number of times it has been executed. Once a certain threshold is reached, a basic block is regarded as being hot and a trace is constructed. This threshold is a parameter which can be adjusted. The counter is implemented as an unsigned 8-bit number resulting in a maximum threshold of 256. For example, Figure 2 shows the runtimes of h264ref against the trace cache size at different threshold values. The analysis shows that the increasing threshold value does not produce a trend in the runtime, however the trace cache size observed tends to decrease. The value 256 is used as the maximum for these reasons.

The trace head is the first basic block to be identified in a hot path, this block is scanned and placed into the trace cache aligned to a 4 byte boundary. Before emitting the first trace fragment, instructions to pop $x10$ and $x11$ are inserted in the same way as at the beginning of a basic block. However, even though a trace consists of many fragments, it will only have one entry point. The trace represents a path of execution and, therefore, needs only one set of pop instructions. Once the trace head has been scanned, execution resumes with the newly scanned code being executed. As with a newly scanned basic block, the scanner inserts a call to the dispatcher in place of the original exit branch, which is overwritten either by a trace exit or by the next fragment. This allows the trace to follow along the path of execution, with each target along this path
added to the trace until a terminating condition is encountered. Returning from the dispatcher requires registers x10 and x11 to be popped. Therefore, at the end of each scanned fragment, a set of pop instructions is included. This is followed by a branch to the start of the new fragment, allowing the necessary pops to occur without the need for additional instructions to be inserted into the fragment. The pop instructions are overwritten when the next fragment is scanned or a trace exit is inserted, this results in them being discarded after use.

The maximum number of fragments allowed in a trace is set as 20 as per the analysis presented in Figure 4. This value offers the best performance while still supporting large traces. It also prevents traces from becoming too large, potentially going too far down a particular path of execution. A loop could cause significant code duplication. On ARM, MAMBO also uses the same value 20 as the maximum.

B. Contiguous Traces

The motivation for constructing a trace is the reduction in size of the hot code path. However, a trace as described in Section IV-A can contain many trace exits, which may pollute the hot code path with instructions which may not be frequently executed. Contiguous traces as described by Callaghan et al. [11], seek to address this by moving trace exits out of the main path of the trace, instead putting all of the instructions needed to exit the trace, at the end of the trace. Now, the only instruction which remains in the main trace, is the conditional branch which performs the condition check to decide if the execution will continue within the trace or will take the trace exit. Previously, in a standard trace, a trace exit was reached as the fall-through address of the condition check, meaning that the condition for remaining in the trace was false. In a contiguous trace, the condition must be inverted since a trace exit no longer needs to be skipped. Instead, when a trace exit is to be taken, the branch jumps to the trace exit which is at the end of the trace. This also means that the branch target needs to be updated to point to the correct trace exit, rather than the next fragment as before.

Listing 1: Contiguous traces when a trace is not restricted to 3KB for the main trace. This means that extra JUMP instructions are needed in the main trace path.

Frag 1: ...
   ...
   B.COND Frag 2
   JUMP Exit 1
Frag 2: ...
   ...
   (>4KB)
Exit 1: JUMP OUT OF TRACE

Listing 2: Contiguous traces when a trace is restriced to 3KB for the main trace. This means that no extra instructions are needed in the main trace path.

B.COND.INVERTED Exit 1

Exit 1: JUMP OUT OF TRACE

Listing 2: Contiguous traces when a trace is restriced to 3KB for the main trace. This means that no extra instructions are needed in the main trace path. Notice that the branch condition is now inverted to jump to the trace exit rather than the next fragment.

C. TRIBI

Even with IHL applied, handling indirect branches still represents a significant source of overhead. The SPC must be translated each time, even if the target of the branch is always the same, or there are only a small number of targets. TRIBI, proposed by Callaghan et al. [11] is a potential solution to this problem and has been modified to work efficiently with RISC-V branches. With TRIBI enabled, a number of prediction slots are made available before the regular IHL instructions, allowing a configurable number of previously taken branch addresses to be stored and used again in the future without the need for a full lookup. If the IHL routine is reached, then it means that the current target has not been seen before and it is inserted in the next available prediction slot. An example
of a prediction is shown in Listing 3. If the SPC calculated matches the one stored in a prediction, then the prediction is correct and is used, avoiding a full lookup.

```assembly
PUSH x10 and x11

slot1: LOAD x10, SPC_1
BNEQ x10, x11, slot2
JUMP TPC_1

slot2: LOAD x10, SPC_2
BNEQ x10, x11, IHL
JUMP TPC_2

IHL: ...
```

Listing 3: TRIBI 2 prediction structure, 2 predictions before falling back to IHL.

If the IHL routine is reached and the maximum number of predictions has been exceeded, then the prediction mechanism is disabled and the existing predictions are overwritten by the standard IHL routine, and TRIBI is abandoned. Indirect branches with a large number of targets are not suitable for optimization using TRIBI. This is due to the large number of prediction slots that would be necessary to capture all possible targets, resulting in a potential increase in instructions being executed than would be seen in the original case. Alternatively, the predictions made might not be useful if there are a large number of targets, meaning that additional instructions are executed without any benefit. In order to increase the chance that a prediction will be used, predictions are restricted to target traces. This is because a trace has been identified as hot code, which increases the chance that a prediction will be frequently used.

1) TRIBI – RISC-V considerations: When scanning a trace fragment ending in an indirect branch with TRIBI enabled, a gap must be left which is big enough to accommodate all of the prediction slots. For each prediction slot, a gap is left to accommodate, first a load of the SPC corresponding to that prediction into x10 or x11, if x10 is already in use. Following this, the SPC corresponding to the prediction is compared with the branch target, followed by an instruction to load the TPC address of the prediction into x10. This is needed in case the comparison evaluates to true meaning that the prediction is used. Finally a branch instruction is inserted to branch to the prediction TPC address. At the beginning of a series of predictions, x10 and x11 are pushed to allow for the manipulation of these registers to perform the comparisons. Ordinarily, when a JAL is used, the target address is the start of a basic block or trace +3 instructions. This is done to skip the pop instructions found at the start of each, needed for when a JALR is used. However, rather than popping these registers before jumping if a JAL can be used for a successful TRIBI prediction, all branches will target the start of a trace, meaning the aforementioned registers are restored by the existing pop instructions at the beginning of a trace. Therefore, space does not need to be wasted with prediction slots holding duplicated pop instructions.

Figure 5 displays benchmarking performed on a subset of SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks, using 1-4 TRIBI predictions. The results found that 4 predictions provides the best performance. For this reason, TRIBI 4 has been used for evaluation in the rest of this paper.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Evaluation Setup

All experiments have been conducted using SiFive Unmatched boards running Ubuntu 20.04.4. These contain the SiFive Freedom U740 SoC [17]. Each U74 application core has a 32 KB private L1 cache. A 2MB L2 cache is shared between cores [14]. The evaluation uses the SPEC CPU2006 suite of benchmarks [18]. This suite has been selected as it tests a wide range of scenarios, and is the main benchmark suite used in the DBI/DBM literature. All benchmarks have been compiled using GCC version 9.4.0 with optimization flag -O2. Additionally, MAMBO was compiled using GCC version 9.4.0, also using -O2.

All reported results are an average of 3 runs. Note that executing one benchmark can take several days for the baseline MAMBO configuration. Thus executing once a benchmark with all the different configurations can take more than one week. Each SPEC CPU2006 benchmark was run using the ref workload in order to ensure the most representative runtimes, allowing for marginal improvements or performance degradation to be identified over the longer runs. For clarity, when a trace optimization is applied, branch linking and IHL are also applied. Contiguous traces and traces are mutually exclusive. When TRIBI is applied, so are branch linking, IHL and contiguous traces. Jump trampolines are used in conjunction with branch linking and IHL but never trace optimizations, since this negates the effect of them.

1) Performance Counters: The SiFive Freedom U740 provides two fixed function performance counters and two programmable event performance counters [14]. These count cycles and retired instructions, as well as 34 other events: instruction commit events, micro-architectural events and memory system events. To gain insight into the effect of implemented optimizations, we have chosen the following events: Branch instructions, Branch misses, Level 2 cache references, Level 2 cache misses, Level 1 instruction cache load misses, Level 1 data cache load misses, Instructions retired, and Cycles.

The performance results are broken down into two parts. The first part examines the effect of branch linking and IHL against the baseline. The benchmarks listed in Table I have been selected for this first part and represent a wide range of different workload types following the indirect branch analysis performed by d’Antras et al. [19]. The second part uses the full benchmark suite and examines the effect of the remaining optimizations when branch linking and IHL are already applied, which is used as a baseline for comparison with jump trampolines, traces, contiguous traces and TRIBI. The reason for this division relates to the time needed to run the benchmarks. The performance of MAMBO is much improved with branch linking and IHL optimizations applied making it feasible to consider all the benchmarks.

B. Benchmark Results

1) Branch Linking and IHL: Figure 6 displays the relative overhead of the baseline compared to native execution, which represents the starting performance of MAMBO as described.
in Section II. Plotted alongside this is the performance overhead of MAMBO after first applying branch linking, and then branch linking combined with IHL. As a result of the large overheads experienced, the runtimes of some benchmarks with the baseline MAMBO are substantial. An example of this is h264ref, which takes over 75 hours per run to complete.

Both optimization approaches result in a speedup but to varying degrees. Branch linking targets direct branches and generally has quite a significant effect. In the case of lbm and mcf, this effect is much smaller, which is due to both benchmarks having a small proportion of branches [19]. Inline Hash Lookup also provides a good performance improvement, with mcf and lbm showing the least improvement due to their small number of indirect branches. Both of these optimizations reduce the number of context switches needed when handling both direct and indirect branches.

2) All other optimizations: Table II shows the geomean overheads for SPECint, SPECfp and all benchmarks run, they help to paint a general picture of how effective an optimization is when considering a large range of workloads. Individual benchmark results can be seen in Figure 7. Table III shows the baseline overhead against the overhead achieved with branch linking and IHL enabled, and the overhead achieved when branch linking, IHL, traces, contiguous traces and TRIBI 4 are enabled, for the benchmarks used for branch optimization benchmarking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>SPECint</th>
<th>SPECfp</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BL+IHL</td>
<td>+59.6%</td>
<td>+10.9%</td>
<td>+28.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL+IHL+Jump Trampolines</td>
<td>+56.6%</td>
<td>+9.8%</td>
<td>+27.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL+IHL+Traces</td>
<td>+39.4%</td>
<td>+9.3%</td>
<td>+21.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL+IHL+Contiguous Traces</td>
<td>+35.0%</td>
<td>+8.0%</td>
<td>+18.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL+IHL+Contiguous Traces+TRIBI(4)</td>
<td>+28.8%</td>
<td>+6.3%</td>
<td>+15.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Configuration For Each</td>
<td>+28.5%</td>
<td>+5.6%</td>
<td>+14.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From a starting overhead of 10.6%, SPECfp benchmarks exhibit the lowest geomean overhead reduction of just 5% compared to running natively. However, this small reduction represents 47.2% of the starting overhead. SPECint benchmarks demonstrate a greater reduction in overhead of 31.1% with the best optimizations applied to each benchmark, compared to native execution, representing 51.2% of the starting overhead, which is in part due to the fact that SPECint benchmarks have higher overheads in general, which may be attributed to the fact that they tend to have more branches, which represent a large proportion of overhead. The geomean overhead of all of the SPEC benchmarks run, falls from 28.8%
with IHL applied, to 15.1% with TRIBI and 14.5% with the most effective optimizations applied, a 14.3% reduction in runtime compared to native execution times and 49.7% of the overhead at the start.

The reduction in performance overhead compares favourably to the overhead achieved by MAMBO on 32-bit ARM architectures — 12%-21% [10], and on 64-bit ARM architectures — 8%-11% [11].

Results show that although TRIBI 4 provides the best overall reduction of overhead as a blanket policy, the overhead achieved when the best configuration for each benchmark is used, performs better overall. This highlights the importance of tuning and analysing the effect of optimizations applied to each workload individually when using MAMBO with a new and intensive application.

C. Analysis using Performance Counters

Performance counter data has been gathered for the following configurations: IHL, jump trampolines, traces, contiguous traces and TRIBI. Performance counter data for IHL is provided for reference in order to observe the effect of optimizations compared to a more performant and useful point than the baseline. Table IV shows the geometric mean average performance counter change compared to native execution, which will help to visualise what the optimizations are physically affecting. Generally, traces, contiguous traces and TRIBI reduce branch, L1 instruction cache and L2 cache misses, which are the driving force behind the reduced overhead observed. IPC, a measure of overall system performance, which it is desirable to maximise, rises steadily with each trace optimization applied, meaning that the processor is spending less time idle or waiting, which may be explained by the reduced branch and cache misses.

1) Jump Trampolines: Jump trampolines result in an average 1.6% speedup compared to IHL. Jump trampolines have been evaluated without trace optimizations; traces will negate much of the effect observed, as basic blocks will only execute 256 times before execution switches to the trace cache, where jump trampolines have not been implemented. In most cases some benefit is observed, with 14 benchmarks showing reduced overhead with jump trampolines enabled. In some cases however, no effect is observed and in a small number of cases there is a slight performance degradation. One such case is povray, where the only significant change observed is the number of instructions retired, possibly indicating that there may still be some inefficiencies in the trampoline insertion mechanism in certain cases. The performance counter data also reveals an increase in branch mispredictions, indicating that the branch predictor has difficulty predicting chained jumps. For 10 workloads, jump trampolines compare well to the overhead achieved by using trace optimizations, for example in the case of lbm and libquantum, making it a viable alternative in some cases where traces do not provide the best solution, particularly for many SPECfp benchmarks.
TABLE IV: Geometric mean average performance counter values relative to native.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HIL</th>
<th>Jump Trampolines</th>
<th>Traces</th>
<th>Contiguous Traces</th>
<th>TRIBI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>branches</td>
<td>+30.0%</td>
<td>+30.0%</td>
<td>+30.0%</td>
<td>+30.0%</td>
<td>+25.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>branch-misses</td>
<td>+65.5%</td>
<td>+66.0%</td>
<td>+57.1%</td>
<td>+48.3%</td>
<td>+36.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache-references (L2)</td>
<td>+87.4%</td>
<td>+79.1%</td>
<td>+66.4%</td>
<td>+51.9%</td>
<td>+46.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache-misses (L2)</td>
<td>+100.0%</td>
<td>+94.0%</td>
<td>+32.5%</td>
<td>+15.8%</td>
<td>+35.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1-icache-load-misses</td>
<td>+2890.0%</td>
<td>+2866.4%</td>
<td>+661.9%</td>
<td>+609.4%</td>
<td>+618.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1-dcache-load-misses</td>
<td>+16.1%</td>
<td>+50.5%</td>
<td>+46.9%</td>
<td>+46.1%</td>
<td>+36.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instructions</td>
<td>+64.4%</td>
<td>+71.7%</td>
<td>+59.2%</td>
<td>+62.5%</td>
<td>+49.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC</td>
<td>-15.0%</td>
<td>+30.8%</td>
<td>+1.3%</td>
<td>+5.9%</td>
<td>+12.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Traces: Traces optimize the usage of the processor instruction cache by grouping instructions physically closer together. Indeed, this corresponds to significant reductions in L1 instruction and L2 cache misses which is the intended effect of the optimization. Compared to HIL, traces on average, reduce the amount of L1 instruction cache misses. For all evaluated workloads, traces provide a benefit or do not significantly affect performance which is reflected in the geometric overheads, where traces provide an 8.5% speedup when compared to the geometric overhead for IHL. The largest effect can be seen when running SPECint benchmarks, which contain a larger number of branch instructions [20], suggesting that the better cache locality helps to improve the performance of these control flow instructions when jumping around, compared to a fragmented code cache.

Certain benchmarks do not benefit from traces, including sphinx3 and libquantum. However, even in these cases, the performance is degraded by less than 1.5% which is vastly outweighed by the benefits brought about by traces.

3) Contiguous Traces: Contiguous traces improve upon standard traces by reducing the number of instructions in the hot code path, reducing the strain on the instruction cache. The performance improvement observed in the traces optimization coincides with a lower instruction cache miss rate, with the trend continued by contiguous traces. This result is supported also by the geometric overhead, which shows that contiguous traces improve upon regular traces by 2.6%. When comparing dealIII and gobmk, it can be seen that gobmk benefits more from contiguous traces than dealIII and this is reflected in a further reduction in the L1 instruction cache miss rate. gobmk has a trace cache which is twice the size of that of dealIII, which means that a reduction in the hot code path size will make a larger difference to a larger trace cache, potentially enabling more useful instruction cache entries.

4) TRIBI: The introduction of TRIBI provides a larger performance improvement than the introduction of contiguous traces, with the number of retired instructions, L2 cache accesses, L2 cache misses, retired branches, branch misses and L1 data cache misses falling. The fall in the number of instructions can be attributed to the reduction in the number of instructions needed to handle indirect branches, which TRIBI enables. The ability to bypass hash table data accesses is likely to be a driving force behind the overall reduction in L2 cache accesses and misses as well as L1 data cache misses. The transformation of some indirect branches, which require lookups at run-time, to direct branches, will help to ease strain on the less accurate indirect branch predictor and onto the branch target buffer. This has a positive effect on branch misses. As a result of fewer cache accesses and misses meaning fewer cycles waiting, the IPC, an overall indicator of performance, rises.

However, the number of L1 instruction cache misses rises overall compared to contiguous traces but is overall still lower than traces. This rise can be attributed to the increased size of the trace cache because of the addition of predictions, meaning that fewer instructions from the hot code path can be cached. As an example, the trace cache size of omnetpp increases by 39% with TRIBI 4 enabled, compared to contiguous traces.

Although an overall speedup is observed, benchmarks such as wrf and zeusmp experience a slowdown compared to contiguous traces, likely due to a larger proportion of indirect branches with more than 4 targets. The result being wasted effort setting up TRIBI and inserting predictions, before ultimately disabling it.

VI. RELATED WORK

Hazelwood [21] and Wenzi et al. [22] provide background material and surveys for DBM and binary rewriting. Binary modification and instrumentation tools are relatively new to the RISC-V architecture, with MAMBO being the first optimized DBM available. Instrew [23] is a tool which enables binary translation and instrumentation by elevating RISC-V source code to LLVM-IR and utilizing the LLVM toolchain to perform translation or modification of a binary. This approach differs from MAMBO since modifications are not performed at runtime. Although little work has been done on binary modification for RISC-V, more work has been done on binary translation. Tools such as nv8 [24] and QEMU [6] provide emulation of the RISC-V architecture. However, these do not provide the performance benefits of low overhead native execution and this can be prohibitive in more complex applications. The PatchWrx framework developed for the DEC Alpha architecture used a similar optimization to the described jump trampolines, but relying on privileged PAL code [25].

VII. CONCLUSIONS

DBM tools provide the fundamental functionality needed for binary analysis. Six DBM performance optimizations on RISC-V have been described and evaluated. The optimizations have been developed and adapted to address challenges specific to the RISC-V architecture. The short range of JAL instructions necessitates the use of JALR instructions to jump

at runtime. Although little work has been done on binary modification for RISC-V, more work has been done on binary translation. Tools such as nv8 [24] and QEMU [6] provide emulation of the RISC-V architecture. However, these do not provide the performance benefits of low overhead native execution and this can be prohibitive in more complex applications. The PatchWrx framework developed for the DEC Alpha architecture used a similar optimization to the described jump trampolines, but relying on privileged PAL code [25].
to targets outside of the ±1MB range allowed. Jump trampolines address this issue, replacing JALR instructions with a series of JAL instructions. These result in an overall speedup, especially under SPECfp workloads where the performance is comparable to the performance improvement achieved by trace optimizations. In addition, we have adapted contiguous traces to overcome the short conditional branch range specified by RISC-V. We have restricted contiguous traces to a the maximum size per trace of 4KB, and split each trace into 3KB for its main part and 1KB for trace exits.

The overall result of the implemented optimizations is a reduced geometric mean overhead to 14.5%, with SPECint having 28.5% and SPECfp 5.6%. The implementation of these optimizations results in large reductions in overhead for individual benchmarks, including h264ref: a runtime of 2.2 hours, down from over 75 (native runtime is 1.6 hours), and omnetpp: a runtime of 1 hour, down from over 48 hours in the baseline configuration (native runtime is 0.8 hours). The overall result compares well to the overhead achieved on existing 32-bit (12%-21%) and 64-bit (8%-11%) ARM systems [10] [11], as well as on Intel/AMD, e.g. Pin (21%) [26]. Thus, MAMBO becomes the first optimized open source DBM tool for the RISC-V ecosystem.
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